Abstract -Sequences with some desired correlation properties are useful in communication and radar systems for applications in identification, synchronization, ranging and interference mitigation. This paper put forwards a construction of zero correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence sets with flexible ZCZ based on interleaving technique. Different to traditional interleaving, it designs shift sequences according to the mathematical relations between the length of initial sequence, the length of shift sequence and the ZCZ of the resultant sequence set rather than only considering the length of the initial sequence and the length of the shift sequence. This paper analyses and proves the two shift sequences are equal when they simultaneously satisfy both of the different mathematical relations. This construction enriches quantity of ZCZ sequence sets and is meaningful in the application of quasi-synchronous code division multiple address (QS CDMA) communications.
Introduction
Zero correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence pair set [1] is a class of good code for quasi-synchronous code division multiple address (QS-CDMA) communications [2] and radar systems, therefore study of construction of ZCZ sequence pair set is meaningful practically and theoretically in communications and radar [3] . Many construction methods have been derived in [4] [5] [6] [7] , of which interleaving technique [8] is an effective means to easily to achieve the aimed sequence sets. The concept of shift distinction is firstly introduced and an optimal sequence set is constructed in [9] , but the parameters of the novel sequence set are strictly limited. Shift sequence [10] is the core issue of interleaving construction, reference [11] generates ZCZ sequence pair set with certain volume by interleaving the initial sequence of shift according to the length of it and the shift sequence. Optimal or suboptimal sequence pair sets are proposed in [12, 13] based on perfect sequence. However, these researches concentrate mainly on the optimality of the sequence sets, rarely on the flexibility of sequence sets.
ZCZ sequence pair sets construction employing arbitrary initial sequence pair and shift sequence are investigated and ZCZ sequence pair sets with flexible ZCZ are proposed in this paper. Shift sequences are designed by comprehensively considering lengths of the initial sequence, the shift sequence and ZCZ of the aimed sequence, and feasibility of the construction is validated. Unrestricted to the limitation of lengths of the initial sequence and the shift sequence, more generally, this construction can generate ZCZ sequence pair sets with various parameters. , , ,
Preliminaries
. The cross correlation function (CCF) of a and b is defined as . 
Where,
Construct Methods
In this section, we assume N represents the length of the shift sequence, L represents the length of the initial sequence and Z represents the length of the ZCZ of the final sequence. Let 
Therefore the CCF of sequences in B holds:
Where, x|y denotes that y is dividable by x.
Proof Arbitrarily choose two sequences m a , n a from A, we discuss the CCF of the relative sequences m b , n b in B as following.
From f and Lemma 1 we have From (7) 
we can easily get Sequence sets constructed in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can also be extended as [5, 14] to generate more ZCZ sequence sets with flexible parameters.
Examples

Comparison of Shift Sequences
Shift sequences designed in this paper comprehensively take N, Z and L into consideration; shift sequence of this paper and Ref. [14] is as Talbe 1. 
Construction Examples
Simulations for distinct parameters are implemented by employing initial sequence pairs generated by [14] .
Theorem 1 and initial sequence pair according to Ref. [14] as In Fig 1-4 , the ZCZ of the novel sequence pair is consistent to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, this construction is effective.
Example 5 When , we have N and L neither relatively prime nor mutually dividable, method in Ref. [14] are not capable to deal with them; whereas, constructions in this paper overcome these limitations.
Conclusion
Comprehensively considering the relations of length of the initial sequence, length of the shift sequence and ZCZ of the target sequence set, shift sequences are designed and based on which and interleaving technique novel ZCZ sequence pair sets are derived in this paper. Without limited by the length of the initial sequence and the length of the shift sequence, sequence sets generated in this paper can have various parameters; thereby meet different requirements in radar and communications, et al.
